Dutchmen®
Legendary Innovation. Trailblazing Value.

TRAVEL TRAILERS AND EXPANDABLES

KODIAK

LIGHT ON WEIGHT, HEAVY ON FEATURES
As the leader in ultra light technology, Kodiak offers an innovative, aerodynamic profile for easier towing and better fuel economy. But just because you can tow a Kodiak with an SUV, crossover, minivan or light truck, doesn’t mean you’ll be lacking amenities. Every Kodiak we build is packed full of modern interiors, features and conveniences to improve your camping experience.

**IDEAL KITCHEN**

Our feature-rich kitchen offers all the conveniences of home. Modern island, stainless-steel appliances, high-power microwave, expansive solid-surface countertops with LED lights, high-rise faucet with convenient sprayer and so much more!

**IN-COMMAND**

Control virtually anything with a motor or a switch with the proven iN-Command technology, using your smart phone, tablet, or the control commander mounted on the wall.

**LIGHT ON WEIGHT | HEAVY ON FEATURES**
BEAR CAVE STORAGE
We maximized the Kodiak's storage area and made it 40% larger than the competition. More space means even more room to bring it all!

QUALITY APPLIANCES
Stainless-steel appliances provide the ultimate in form and function.

LED POWER AWNING
Our LED power awning provides maximum lighting during camping stays.

PICTURE-PERFECT AMENITIES
Connecting you to the outdoors through larger-window views.

- Enjoy the outdoors even more with the largest windows offered in the travel trailer market.
- Tinted safety-glass windows and night shades give you options day or night.
- The handy microwave, three-burner cooktop with oven, range hood and fan light offer everything you need for whipping up meals.
- Sunlight is maximized with skylights in all bathrooms and kitchens.
- A large folding grab handle, black tank flush and exterior spray ports provide the utmost convenience in Kodiak Ultra-Lite.

Kodiak Ultra-Lite 243BHSL | Brownstone
Kodiak Ultra-Lite offers the best in maximized modern living space. Combine all the conveniences, styles and craftsmanship of the conventional lightweight Kodiak with handy expandable sleeping spaces, and you’ve just broadened your camping options.

**EXPANDING YOUR OPTIONS**

**BROADENING YOUR HORIZONS**

**DURABLE TENT CONSTRUCTION**
With a 7-year tent warranty, our mold resistant, double-stitched AquaShield Aquation material doesn’t stretch, shrink or crack, giving you long-lasting durability in any weather condition.

**DINING VERSATILITY**
With our oversized dinettes and expansive seating areas, you can enjoy more meals around more family.

**SWEET DREAMS**
There’s room for everyone with multiple guest-friendly sleeping options. From our spacious tent beds to the optional tri-fold sofa bed, Kodiak Ultra-Lite offers everything you need for a good night’s rest.

**RESIDENTIAL CABINETRY**
Kodiak Ultra-Lite’s deep storage drawers with steel roller-ball bearing guides and dedicated pots and pans storage are all encased in beautiful maple-cherry glazed cabinets.

**STORAGE GALORE**
Our huge pantry and oversized wardrobe enable you to bring the things you need for an extended stay on the road.

**ENCLOSED & HEATED UNDERBELLY**
Our fully enclosed and heated underbelly protects your investment from the elements, road debris and rodents.
KODIAK ULTIMATE CONSTRUCTION

DUTCHMEN

KODIAK ULTIMATE STANDARDS AND OPTIONS

MANDATORY OPTIONS

ULTRASIDE Package

Ducted Bath

Floor/Ceiling Center Tors with LED backlighting

Roof Type

15” Aluminum Roof

Finishing Touches/Plastic Exterior

Power Tongue Jack with Docking Light

50” Flat Screen TV

Mandatory Additional Equipment

Interior LED Lights

ELECTRONIC LEVELER

WATERSTAR® Construction & Floor

Waterproof

40” FRP Service with 3rd AC Prep

Exhaust Vent With Rain Valve

INTERIOR OPTIONS

Bathroom Design (PO Booth)

Closet System

Cabinet Storage

20 lb LP Bottles w/ Cover

OUTSIDE OPTIONS

20 lb LP Bottles w/ Cover

Exterior Refrigerator Prep

FULLY LAMINATED Exterior

Painted Front Fiberglass Cap

Fiberglass Rock Guard

Spare Tire, Carrier & Cover

STEEL CONSTRUCTION

Diamond Plate Front Rock Guard

Spare Tire, Carrier & Cover

FULLY LAMINATED Exterior

Painted Rock Guard

Spare Tire, Carrier & Cover

WALL

High-gloss fiberglass exteriors provide long-lasting appeal.

Welded aluminum tubular framed walls give Kodiak a lightweight, durable structure.

High-density structural foam insulation provides superior insulation and reduces weight for easier towing.

Constructed of durable, high-impact ABS plastic, your fender skirts curve underneath your Kodiak for ultimate protection.

Designed to be towed by light trucks and sports utility vehicles, Kodiak’s aerodynamic profile pushes air up the front wall and over the roof, improving towing ease and fuel economy.

FLOOR

Dutchmen’s resilient flooring surface is backed with a 7-year warranty to ensure durability and your satisfaction for the long haul.

We include high-density structural foam for improved performance.

Each Kodiak’s PolyPly waterproof vapor barrier floor surface has passed a three-cycle and 24-hour soak test for leak-proof reliability.

CHASSIS

Every Kodiak Ultimate model is built on an 8” I-beam chassis, the largest in its class.

We boast the strongest frame found in a travel trailer with fully extended and welded outriggers for added support and durability.

KODIAK ULTIMATE SPECIFICATIONS

DIMENSIONS

WEIGHTS (LBS.)

TANKS (GALS.)

**FRESH WATER:**

**BLACK WATER:**

**灰水箱：**

**灰水箱：**

KODIAK ULTIMATE DISCLOSURE:

Product information is as accurate as possible as of the date of this brochure publication. All features, specifications and illustrations in this brochure are subject to change without notice. Please consult Dutchmen’s website at www.Dutchmen.com for current product information. Owners of Dutchmen recreational vehicles are solely responsible for the selection and proper use of tow vehicles. All customers should consult with a motor vehicle manufacturer or their dealer concerning the purchase and use of suitable tow vehicles for Dutchmen products. Dutchmen disclaims any liability or damages suffered as a result of the selection, operation, use in miles of a tow vehicle. Dutchmen’s Limited Warranty DOES NOT COVER DAMAGE TO THE RECREATIONAL VEHICLE OR THE TOW VEHICLE AS A RESULT OF THE SELECTION, OPERATION, USE OR ABUSE OF THE TOW VEHICLE. REFERENCE DUTCHMEN MANUFACTURING OWNERS MANUAL FOR LIMITED WARRANTY DETAILS.
From giving advice to servicing products, we consider our loyal dealers the best resource for learning about Dutchmen products.

PO BOX 2000 • 2164 Caragana Court
Goshen, Indiana 46527  Sales: 574.537.0600
www.dutchmen.com

Dutchmen—A North American Campground Classic
Few manufacturers have built RVs for 25+ years, and only one has set the standard for innovation AND value. Dutchmen IS “A North American Campground Classic.”

More Standard Features
More Value
Dutchmen RVs turn more heads on the lot and in the campground than any other. Why? While other manufacturers offer features as options, Dutchmen tends to make those same features standard. Call it “bang for the buck,” “more for your money,” or simply “more value.” We’ve built a reputation for bringing RV owners more standard features for less money for more than 25 years . . . and it’s a reputation we plan to keep.

300
Strong
Nation Wide Dealer Network
More than 300 Dutchmen dealers across North America and our industry-leading service center in Goshen, Indiana, combine for your peace of mind before, during and after the sale. Rest assured no matter where your travels take you, the best-resourced RV manufacturing company in the world is behind you all the way.

At Dutchmen, quality is our standard. Every single Dutchmen RV that comes off the line receives its own pre-delivery inspection. Typically, a competitor performs random inspections, meaning you won’t find this commitment to quality anywhere else.

For the latest updates on floorplans and specs, scan this QR Code with your favorite QR Code reader.

www.dutchmen.com
Visit us online to see all of the Dutchmen brands, innovative models and spacious floorplans.

Your local dealer

From giving advice to servicing products, we consider our loyal dealers the best resource for learning about Dutchmen products.
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